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In the face of the complexity and the speed of transformations imposed by globalisation, 
the changes the European city is subjected to risk compromising delicate equilibria, which 
have already been endangered by modern culture in the course of the last century. 
 The European city remains a model of possible resistance to the flattening and the 
trivialisation of many “virtual” behaviours   
The city, in its configuration as an ensemble of collective activities, has remained until today 
the most advanced, intelligent, flexible, and welcoming form of aggregation the history of 
humanity has ever achieved. In particular, the model that was progressively consolidated in 
European culture (as opposed to the American or the Asian model) remains a reference, 
despite the senseless urban development that has occurred during the second half of the 
20th century. The form of a topographic structure rooted in the geographic fabric, crossed 
by the antique axes of communication, and the permanence of historic stratifications, that 
from their origins have come to be important testimonies nowadays, confirm the city as a 
territory of history and memory capable of nourishing our expectations towards collective 
spaces. Paradoxically, right in a moment when the global world leads us to alternative 
behaviours, the European city remains a model of possible resistance to the flattening and 
the trivialisation of many “virtual” behaviours. In this framework, in the face of current 
transformations, the architect wonders about the destiny of urban realities taking as a 
model those of the “Mediterranean archipelago” where the roots of our elective affinities 
with occidental culture are strongest. It would be enough to look at currently ongoing 
changes, reaching from the climatic ones to the increasingly dramatic ones of migratory 
flows, in order to understand how former urban balance will be inevitably shook up by 
pressures brought about by new demographic conditions. The current precarious 
arrangements between the borders of the old continent and the sea call for urgent 
reflections in order to understand the desperate assaults carried out by the most deprived 
and poorest social strata in Africa. These conditions are completely unknown: radical 
transformations that present enigmatic aspects, in which the reality of a memory that 
belongs to us resonates now only as a distant echo.  
 


